Student Council Members

Executive Committee

- President: Gabriela Giggins & Eva Marchingo
- Vice President: Matty Sievers
- Secretary: Matthew Tivendale
- Treasurer: Ashly Eadon
- Publicity Officer: Madison Hockey
- Education Committee: Tiffany Kenny & Madison Barnett
- College Council: Gabriela Giggins & Matthew Tivendale

Members

- Dominic Herbert
- Tiffany Kenny
- Nathaniel Jones
- Toni Wright
- Shoshanna Lee Evans Yarrick
- Harry Driver
- Brady Price
- Peyton Kilgower
- Natt Ngamchuen
- Emmaby Barton Grace
- Kelly Phan
- Janae Smith
- Aimee Croft
- Teagan Connor
- Xiyin Cao
- Xiaolan Thornton
- Meg Ishida
- Juree Lee
- Kaibin Zhuo